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Perpetual motion
consistent with classical thermodvnamics.
Nota deI Socio Straniero CLIFFORD TRUESDELL
presentata nell'adunanza del4 Giugno 1980
Dedicated to Professor Cewre Codegone

Summary. Viene mostrata l'esistenza di cicli termodinamici che realizzano un
(moto perpetuo), senza che vengano contraddette Ie leggi classiche, poichi non si
ha, in tali cicli, produztone di lavoro, positivo o negativo. In anologia al caso mecconico dell'oscillatore armonico, in cui si ha uno scambio periodico tra energia potenziale ed energia cinetica, senza alcuru perdita, si reolizzo un moto ciclico perpetuo in cui si ha uru trasformazione, alterrwtivamente, di cabre in hvoro e viceverso.

Classical thermodynamics incorporates various prohibitions of <perpetual
motions>. Carnot regarded it as <contrary to sound physics> that positive work
should be done by a cyclic engine that merely took quantities of heat out of a
furnace and a refrigerator and then put them back again. He recognized the fact
that without a difference of temperatures, heat could do no work. Clausius found
equally repugnant to physics a cyclic machine that did positive work by merely
emitting heat to a refrigerator and then absorbing it again. Usually nowaday this
prohibition is replaced by one involving fall of heat: A cyclic process cannot do
positive work unless meanwhile some heat has been taken from a hot body and
left in a cold body. These forbidden motions are loosely regarded as <perpetual
motions of the second kind>.
We hear often that a <perpetual motion of the flrst kind> is likewise forbidden,
though it is less clearly described. Loosely.the term seems to refer to a machine
that, once set in motion, moves periodically forever. On the other hand, such
machines furnish one of the principal subjects of attention in elementary books
on mechanics. The simple harmonic oscillator and the <Keplerian> motion of
two gravitating bodies are prime examples.
I wish here to point out that cyclic perpetual motions analogous to those of
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tlte simple oscillator and the planetary pair are allowed also by classical thermodynamics. Tltey do not contradict any of the classical prohibitions,for they do no
wctrk, positive or ncgative, in a cycle. Neither is any heat emitted at a temperature
higlter or lower than that at which it is absorbed. These motions merely take heat
out of a single reservoir and put it back again, cyclically. They convert heat into
work and work into heat alternately, just as the simple pendulum converts potential energy into kinetic energy and back again, with no loss, forever. In reference
to something similar regarding a sink at absolute zero Bridgman [ ] wrote, (apparently we have here a state of affairs that is capable of indefinite self-maintenance,
and tltere is an obvious violation of the intent of the formulators of the second
law of thermodynamics>.
Tlte example I shall point out now has nothing to do with absolute zero. It
relers to a cyclic heat engine whose working bocly experiences a maximum clcnsity when it is cooled isobarically, for example water at atmospheric pressure and
4 oC. As has been known since the days of Tammann [2], the adiabats through
such a point are concave upward. The cycle for the engine is sketched in Fig. l.
This cycle has been mentioned before [3]. As drawn here it shows the working
body absorbing some heat by expansion in the range of ordinary behavior, then
emitting an equal amount of heat by further expansion in the range of anomalous
behavior, then completing the cycle by adiabatic compression. Of course the
reverse cycle is equally possible. The principles of classical thermodynamics show
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that the work done is null. None of tlie several <second laws> is violated; neither
is there any singr.rlarity or question of convergence to be explained. Moreover, the
cycle is stable in tho sense tltat a small perturrbation of it will prorlucc a cycle
having very nearly the same properties.

My purpose is calling attention to this known cycle is double: to promote
understanding of the theory, and to suggest application.
As is usual in thermodynamics. the laws of motion in mechanics are not taken
into account. Typically, the motion of the fluid body is assumed slow enough to
let us neglect its kinetic energy and failure to be homogeneous. We may visualize
the body as slowly expanding and contracting while its center of mass remains at
rest. As in all applications of classical thermodynamics to real instances, hydrodynamical considerations will greatly affect the phenomena that actually occur.
Changes in the density of a body exposed to a gravitational field will give rise to

convective forces, which will tend to disturb the homogeneity assumed in classical
thermodynamics. The considerations here may have some bearing on the heat
transfer by natural convection at low temperatures which was first described and
measured by Professor Codegone [4].

Theory. Thermodynamics as it is often taught gives scant attention to constitutive properties, the features that make one body different from another. In fact
constitutive propcrties are essential to the applications of thermodynamics.
Substances which have cup-sltaped adiabats are rare indeed. Nevertheless, one of
them is water, and bodies of water are not only abundant on earth but also essential to life. One of the most valuable properties of water is its anomalous behavior,
and the kind of cycle we are discussing is possible only because of that behavior,
which it strikingly ret'lects.
In addition, the student sees from this example that a body may take on heat
and then give it off without getting hotter or colder, then get colder and again
warrner with no gain or loss of heat. Nothing could reflect more clearly the difference between heat and temperature.

Application. The coefficient of performance of the cycle we are discussing is oo. At no net expense of work or heat, a body may expand and contract forever. All work needed to effect one isothermal part of the cycle is
given back in the next. The adiabatic part of the cycle, at the will of him who
starts the engine, can be either an expansion or a contraction; whichever be
selected, the adiabatic part of the cycle first cools the working body and then
warms it.
Any ideal machine which functions with no losses can serve as the basis of a
real machine which functions with scant losses.
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